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Movie 'Jurassic Park' set imaginations of millions of viewers world wide
afire, with computer generated images of Dinosaurs interacting with live humans.
The movie set a new box office record, which has only recently been broken by
'Independence day', which uses computer graphics to show aliens attacking
humans and being repulsed. There exists a thriving industry feeding a public
thirsty for fantastic. But what are we to make of scientific claims for bones of
dinosaurs? Are the claims frauds? In this case are the dates attributed to dinosaur
bones are fraud or the bones themselves are frauds?
In the philosophical framework of Brahma Kumaris World Spiritual
University, events repeat in identical cycles every 5000 years. There is thus no
scope for anything which is perishable to be older. While sun, earth, space etc. are
eternal in Godly cosmos they too undergo rejuvenation or renewing process
towards the end of world cycle. Therefore clearly the bones if genuine cannot be
older than 5000 year. Thus something must be flawed in the dating method used.
This flaw in dating method must also be occurring in all other scientific research
on pre-history, geology, etc. So the question before us is, that if the bones of
Dinosaurs are genuine indeed, then where can we place them in World History of
5000 years? Where did they exist? Where are they now? Are they extinct? If they
are extinct how will they reappear? These are the questions which people
repeatedly ask in SpARC, and this article is directed towards such queries.
Naturally if the bones are not genuine, then Dinosaurs are only a figment of
Kalyugi human imagination, and nothing more need to be discussed. In the
following I offer some speculative considerations, on the other possibility, in case
Dinosaurs were/are real and have a role in world drama.
Following are possible speculative ideas on Dinosaurs (1) Short lived mutants during Kalyug destruction !
(2) Friendly long lived vegetarian mutants in eden !!
(3) Still existing on as yet undiscovered areas !!!

